High quality LiNbO 3 (LN) epitaxial films have been grown onto (001)Al 2 O 3 substrates by pulsed laser deposition. The deposition conditions have been optimized using experimental designs to promote the growth of highly (001)-oriented, phase pure and light-guiding LN films. The structural and nanostructural properties have been investigated by X-ray diffraction reciprocal space mapping and the guiding properties have been investigated by m-line spectroscopy and measurements of the light propagation losses. In particular it is shown that the film composition, the state of strain, the film thickness, the film roughness, the lateral extension of the crystallites building up the film as well as the mosaicity can be determined by a careful examination of the X-ray reciprocal space maps associated with simulation of the diffracted intensity distribution in reciprocal space. The guiding properties have been correlated with the nanostructural properties of the films: whereas light guiding has been clearly observed in single crystal -like films, the existence of a mosaic structure, made of nanocrystalline domains, is shown to be detrimental to the guiding properties.
Introduction
Lithium niobate (LiNbO 3 : LN) is a widely used optical material due to its interesting electro-optical and non-linear optical properties. LN is particularly used in optical devices such as waveguides, electro-optical modulators and frequency conversion (periodically poled lithium niobate) devices [1] . These applications are currently developed using bulk materials but thin films offer several potential advantages. For example, in a vertically-designed electro-optical modulator structure including bottom and top electrodes parallel to the LN film, the low film thickness allows a much lower inter-electrodes distance than usual coplanar electrodes used in bulk LN technology. Furthermore, a better matching between the optical polarization and the applied electric field improves the overlap integral between these both fields. This leads to a decrease of the drive voltages, and allows integration and device size reduction.
In the past few years, lithium niobate films have been prepared using a large variety of techniques, namely sol-gel [2] , sputtering [3] , liquid phase epitaxy [4] , metalorganic chemical vapour deposition [5] and pulsed laser deposition (PLD) [6] [7] [8] . Among these techniques, PLD appears to be one of the most promising because of its ability to reproduce the composition of the target in the film. The most important issue is to succeed in the deposition of high quality LN films with reduced optical losses.
It has often been argued that the structural quality of the films has a huge influence on the optical properties, especially on the optical losses [5, 9, 10] . Our work has therefore consisted in optimizing the deposition parameters from the experimental PLD set-up to produce high quality lithium niobate films epitaxially grown on (001) sapphire. Several tens of films have been grown and characterized using X-ray diffraction (XRD) and optical measurements (section 2). XRD reciprocal space mapping has been used to characterize the structural and nanostructural properties of the LN films (section 3). In particular, a careful analysis of asymmetrical (018) and symmetrical (00l) reciprocal spaces maps (RSMs) allows derivation in a non-destructive manner of the film composition (this point is especially important for these materials where the volatility of Li is a well-known issue [11] [12] [13] ), the amount of strain, the film thickness and roughness, the lateral crystallite size and the mosaicity. The optical properties have been evaluated by excitation of guided modes in the films with a prism coupler. The light guiding characteristics at λ = 633 nm are presented (section 4). Finally, we show that light guiding is favoured in single crystal -like films, 2 whereas the existence of a mosaic structure, made of nanocrystalline domains, is detrimental to the guiding properties (section 5).
Experimental

Film growth
The LN films have been grown in an ultra-high vacuum stainless steel vessel evacuated by a turbomolecular pump to a residual pressure of 10 -6 mbar. An ArF excimer laser (Lambda Physik Compex 201) operating in the UV range at 193 nm wavelength, at a repetition rate of 5 Hz, with a pulse duration of about 23 ns, is used for the PLD process. In order to limit droplets and particle ejection during the deposition, a (congruent) LN singlecrystal has been used as the target material. The target is mounted on a rotating holder to ensure a uniform wear and the laser beam incidence is 45° with respect to the target normal.
The films were grown on sapphire (001) substrates (10×10 mm²). High quality sapphire substrates are commercially available and both materials exhibit a similar structure (although the lattice mismatch is quite high, see below). The refractive indices of sapphire (n e =1.7575 ; n o = 1.7654 at λ=633 nm) are lower than those of LN (n e = 2.2027 ; n o =2.2863 at λ=633 nm), which is a necessary condition for the optical confinement in waveguides. For these reasons, sapphire is the most widely used substrate material for waveguiding applications [3, [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] .
However, it must be emphasized that because of this rather large refractive index contrast (~0.5) single mode waveguiding can only be observed in relatively thin films (<150 nm).
The experimental conditions for producing epitaxial and stoichiometric LiNbO 3 thin films in general depend on the laser wavelength and the experimental set-up used. In the present study we used experimental designs to optimize the experimental deposition parameters (oxygen pressure, substrate temperature and laser fluence). In a first step, the pressure was varied between 0.1 and 0.3 mbar, the temperature was varied between 600 and 750°C and the laser fluence was varied between 0.5 and 0.9 J/cm². A screening design within these experimental ranges revealed that the critical parameters to grow single phase LN films are the oxygen pressure and the laser fluence. In a second step a principal components analysis was carried out to examine correlations between the experimental factors and the film properties. This analysis revealed that single phase LN films were obtained for increasing pressure and laser fluence, whereas the substrate temperature had no effect in the investigated 3 range. In the following, the substrate temperature was set to 650°C. Finally, the oxygen pressure and laser fluence have been optimized using a response surface methodology. This technique allows examination of the relationship between experimental parameters and specific response variables [17] . For that purpose, the pressure was varied between 0.3 and 1.5 mbar and the laser fluence between 1.2 and 2 J/cm 2 . The responses that were used to perform the analysis were (i) the presence of the secondary phases (i.e. other phases than pure LiNbO 3 ), (ii) the quality of light propagation in the films and (iii) the density of droplets at the surface of the films. The best results were obtained for an oxygen pressure P O2 = 1.2 mbar and a laser fluence F = 2 J/cm 2 . The influence of the target to substrate distance has not been explored in this study and was set to 49 mm. Prior to deposition, to avoid surface pollution and to ensure a homogeneous emission of LN species in the plasma produced by the laser ablation of the target, a pre-ablation was performed during 10 min. The cooling step which follows the deposition was performed at the same oxygen pressure of 1.2 mbar for 2 hours.
The deposited rate, evaluated by thickness measurements for a given deposition time, is close to 5 nm/min.
X-ray diffraction
The films were characterized by high-resolution XRD. A laboratory diffractometer with a rotating Cu anode, a four-reflection monochromator and a curved position sensitive detector were used to record RSMs. A five-movement sample holder allows precise sample positioning. The X-ray beam impinging on the sample is monochromatic (Cu Kα 1 , ∆λ/ λ=1.4×10 -4 ) and parallel in the detector plane (∆θ=12 arcsec) with dimensions 10×0.09 mm 2 so that a large volume of the sample is analyzed which provides statistically significant averaged values. A detailed description of the set-up has been given elsewhere [18] [19] [20] . A RSM represents the scattered intensity in a particular (Q x , Q z ) plane, where Q x and Q z are the components of the scattering vector Q (Q = 4π sinθ / λ) in the film plane and perpendicular to it, respectively. In the following experiments, Q x and Q z have been set parallel to the [010]* and [001]* directions of sapphire and will henceforth be denoted Q [010] and Q [001] , respectively.
In the previous notation, the * simply indicates that directions considered are reciprocal lattice directions, corresponding to the normal to the (010) and (001) planes, respectively.
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Asymmetrical (018) RSMs were used to determine the amount of strain stored in the film together with the bulk (i.e. strain-free) lattice parameters of LN. These latter parameters permit determination of the film composition. Symmetrical (006) and (0012) RSMs were used to determine the film thickness and thickness fluctuations (i.e. roughness), the lateral crystallite size, the mosaicity and the amount of heterogeneous strain.
Optical properties
The optical waveguiding properties of the film have been investigated using the prism coupling method, also called m-line spectroscopy, with a 633 nm He-Ne laser [21] . For this purpose, the film under investigation is pressed against the base of a rutile coupling prism ), the misfit strain at the deposition temperature is increased to -8.1%. It is obviously unlikely that the film could sustain such a high level of strain.
It is now broadly accepted that films exhibiting a relatively large misfit (> 5%) grow in a strain-relaxed state where the strain energy associated with the misfit is considerably lowered by the formation of domains in which integral multiples of the lattice constants match (or nearly match) across the interface [22, 23] , e.g. n lattice planes of the film nearly match n±1 lattice planes of the substrate (the so-called domain-matching epitaxy). In this case each domain contains a "geometrical" misfit dislocation: there is a missing lattice plane (in the case of n/n+1 matching) or an additional plane (in the case of n/n-1 matching) in the film. The overall strain energy then depends on the residual misfit (in the case where the matching is not perfect, which is almost always the case), and the energy associated with the dislocation [24] . The geometrical dislocation is directly generated at the interface during growth. This is in contrast with conventional misfit dislocations that are encountered in small misfit systems. Conventional misfit dislocations are generated at the film surface and glide to the interface during growth under the action of the epitaxial stress. Since no glide is involved, the Burgers vector of the geometrical dislocation does not necessarily belong to an active slip system of the material [22] . Moreover, there are no threading segments associated with these dislocations so that the strain is confined close to the interface and high quality films can therefore be grown [23] . The results obtained for the LN/Al 2 O 3 system will be discussed in the light of this concept.
Film orientation
RSMs recorded close to the (006) and (018) reflections of Al 2 O 3 and LiNbO 3 are shown in figure 2. The inclined streak running through the reflections of the film and the substrate is due to the transmittance function of the detector [19] . The reflections of the film are streaked along the [001] * direction which originates from the finite film thickness. They are also broadened in the direction perpendicular to the reciprocal lattice vector of the reflections considered (i.e. perpendicular to Q [001] for the (006) reflection and perpendicular to Q [018] for the (018) reflection) which is indicative of a disorder that is rotational in nature, i.e. mosaicity [25] . These features will be discussed in detail in the next section.
The alignment of the (006) difference between the interfacial energies is probably very weak, the main orientation is favoured because it preserves the cationic stacking sequence of the type cation/cation/ (vacancy) occurring in the substrate. This effect is more pronounced at temperatures where the mobility of Li is kept low [9] . Since the growth has been performed at a relatively low temperature (650°C), it can be expected that the mobility of Li at this temperature is sufficient to favour the main orientation. This result is in good agreement with the work of Lee et al. [5] where 650°C was found to be the optimum temperature to prevent the formation of the variant. It is worth noting that no Li-deficient secondary phases (e.g. LiNb 3 O 8 ) are observed in the RSMs as a result of the optimized growth conditions described earlier, i.e. the films are grown with the correct stoichiometry (this point is discussed in detail below) without using any Li-enriched target and without using any in-situ or ex-situ annealing procedure.
Composition and strain
Since the film and the substrate exhibit the same oxygen sublattice (but a different cationic sublattice), the concept of domain-matching epitaxy is better understood when considering oxygen planes instead of lattice planes. with the values obtained by transmission electron microscopy in the same system [9, 16, 26] .
These dislocations are periodically distributed at the interface, and therefore they do not generate heterogeneous strain in the film volume [27] (i.e. the heterogeneous strain is confined close to the interface) which hence allows growing high quality epitaxial LN films, despite the high value of the lattice misfit.
In order to confirm this mechanism we now investigate the state of strain of the LN films. In principle, the state of strain can be obtained using the measured c parameter of LN, . When cooling from the growth temperature, T g , down to the measurement temperature, T m , the film is hence under biaxial tensile strain such as e th = (α a,f -α a,s )(T g -T m ). We here obtain e th = 0.59% which exactly equals the measured in-plane strain. This confirms the domain-matching epitaxial growth suggested earlier: the film grows at 650°C in a fully strain-relaxed state (e xx ≈ 0)
whereas thermal strain is stored in the film upon cooling down. The equality e xx = e th also 9 indicates that the film should be free of nano-and micro-cracks which are known to be the main mechanism relieving the thermal strain energy [15] . This is indeed confirmed by optical microscopy observations of the surface of the film where no cracking was observed [32] . In the following section we investigate the structural quality of the film.
Nanostructure and defects
The analysis of the intensity distribution contained in the reciprocal lattice points of the film can provide a wealth of information concerning the film micro-and nanostructure. In Experimental Q z -and Q x -scans extracted from (006) and (00 12) RSMs, together with calculated curves are displayed in figure 4 . We first consider the Q z -scans.
For a symmetrical reflection with reciprocal lattice vector (0,0,h z ), the intensity distribution in the direction normal to the interface is given by [33] 
where q z is the deviation (in the z direction) of the scattering vector Q from the Bragg position
is the correlation volume which depends on the average film thickness, <t>, and the root-mean-squared (rms) roughness, σ t [34] :
In writing down the previous equation we implicitly assumed a normal (Gaussian) thickness distribution function, which is in general well suited to describe roughness in thin films, especially for films exhibiting a rather low roughness. G(z) is the correlation function of the crystal deformation [25] that describes the effect of heterogeneous strain, i.e. random fluctuations of the strain, δe zz , around its average value e zz (analysed in the previous section).
The exact expression of G(z) depends on the nature of the defects responsible for the heterogeneous strain. When these defects are a priori unknown, as is the case here, it is then useful to have recourse to a phenomenological description of the state of strain [35] . In such a description we assume δe zz to obey some particular probability distribution function. For instance, in the case of a centred symmetrical Lévy-stable distribution function, we obtain [35] :
where γ ∈ (0,2] is the tail index of the distribution [36] (for instance, γ = 2 for a Gaussian distribution, γ = 1 for a Lorentzian distribution). We make use of the versatile Lévy-stable distribution in order to compensate for the limitations of the Gaussian distribution which is known to fail to accurately describe the actual shape of experimental diffraction profiles (see Ref. 35 and references therein). ε zz is the 'characteristic width' of the distribution [35] of δe zz .
In the analysis of the Q z -scans it turned out that the best results were obtained with γ = 2, so that ε zz is simply the standard deviation of the probability distribution function, that is
. Finally, R(z) is the Fourier transform of the resolution function of the diffractometer which is very well described by a Gaussian function in most scanning geometries [19] .
Equations (1) .
In other words, the heterogeneous strain in the direction perpendicular to the surface is close to zero, which indicates that the film is almost free of defects. This result fits very well in the framework of the domain-matching epitaxial growth. The thickness has been estimated to be 140 nm, in excellent agreement with the value (135 nm) obtained by m-line spectroscopy (see next section). The determination of the roughness is less obvious, since this parameter affects the thickness-fringes contrast [34] , which is itself dependent on other parameters such as the resolution of the diffractometer for instance. In the present case we estimated σ t to be 1-3 nm Let us now consider the Q x -scans (figure 4b). We first write down the expression of the diffracted intensity in the direction parallel to the surface, for a symmetrical (00l) reflection with reciprocal lattice vector (0,0,h z ) [33] :
where q x is the deviation (in the x direction) of the scattering vector from the Bragg position.
We will show below that in the in-plane direction the crystallites building up the film are much larger than in the out-of-plane direction. Consequently, in the present case, the Q x -scans are much less sensitive to the crystallite size (and size fluctuation) than the Q z -scans, so that an accurate determination of the in-plane crystallite size and shape is not conceivable. The choice of a particular crystallite shape and size distribution is therefore unimportant. In the following we shall consider crystallites having the shape of parallelepipeds (the dimensions of which are distributed according to a lognormal distribution) with average edge length <D> and thickness <t>, as detailed previously. The corresponding expression of V(x) can be found in Ref. 34 . The correlation function G(x) is similar to G(z) [35] :
The main difference with equation (4) is that the previous equation involves the off-diagonal component of the heterogeneous strain tensor ε xz , which corresponds to the characteristic width of the probability distribution function of δe xz (δe xz being the angular deviation from the perfect (001) LN ||(001) Al2O3 orientation). ε xz hence simply corresponds to the mosaicity. A detailed inspection of the (006) Q x -scan (figure 4b) reveals that it is actually made of two intensity components: a very narrow coherent (Bragg) peak (indicated by the vertical arrow) and a broad diffuse scattering peak (indicated by the inclined arrow). Such a behavior is now quite often observed in thin films (see Ref. 35 and references therein) and can be attributed to the existence of confined strain fields [35, 37] . To account for the spatial confinement of strain it is necessary to introduce an additional parameter: the correlation length ξ. For length scales smaller than ξ, the rotations of the lattice planes are correlated giving rise to a mosaicity ε xz = ε 0 , whereas for length scales larger than ξ, the rotations of the lattice planes are uncorrelated so that the mosaicity asymptotically drops to 0. Such a behavior can be described with the following equation [35] :
Equations (4)- (6) have been used to simulate the experimental Q x -scans. As in the previous case, it can be observed that the model nicely fits the data over 4 orders of magnitude of intensity with only 4 fitting parameters (<D>, ε 0 , ξ and γ). The tail-index of the probability distribution function converged to 1.4. This value is intermediate between a
Gaussian (γ=2) and a Lorentzian (γ=1). The most interesting result is that the mosaicity is found to be as low as 0.046°, which is one of the lowest values reported in the literature (0.04° has been obtained in Ref. 5 ; typical values range between 0.1° and 0.8° in this system [9, 11, 38] ) and hence indicates a high crystalline quality of the film. The lateral dimension of the crystallites is estimated to be <D> ≈ 500 nm which is a rather large value as compared to the literature [3, 5] . Finally, the simulation revealed that rotations of the lattices planes don't extend throughout the film, but are confined in regions with diameter ξ = 30 nm.
These features (high crystalline quality, confinement of the lattice distortions) are in good agreement with the proposed domain-matching epitaxial growth mechanism.
Waveguide characterizations
The characterizations of the optical guiding properties have been performed using the experimental set-up described earlier and presented in figure 1 . Since the wavelength is We have assessed the quality of the light propagation in the LiNbO 3 film by two different ways. Firstly, we have observed the edge of the substrate (figure 5a). This figure shows that the beam power is confined in the LiNbO 3 film. Secondly, the propagation was achieved along the film allowing the evaluation of the propagation losses. The scattered optical power along the propagation axis in the film is recorded by a CCD camera (an example is given in figure 5b ). The intensity profile is extracted from the image and processed as outlined in section 2. The measurements are disturbed by the presence of microscopic dust particles on the surface of film that act as additional scattering centres along the mode 13 propagation (clearly visible on figure 5b). Such a phenomenon has already been reported [38] and explained by the presence of an electric field created by the spontaneous polarization of the LiNbO 3 film. Because of the presence of these particles and the rather low losses in the film, a precise estimation of the propagation losses is almost impossible. A rough estimation in the TM 0 mode yields a value of 1.5 dB/cm (which is of the same order of magnitude than previously published values [2, 5, 38] ). The accuracy is estimated to ~0.5 dB/cm.
Discussion
In thin films, optical losses are sensitive both to surface roughness (surface optical losses) and to crystal structure and microstructure (volume optical losses) [40] . Both induce spatial random perturbations of the local effective index n eff of the guided mode along the propagation axis leading to optical power coupling towards the radiative modes (i.e. not guided). The efficiency of such a coupling and the induced losses are directly linked to the standard deviation value σ and the correlation length L C of the random variation of n eff along the waveguide [41, 42] . As the waveguide presents a high refractive index contrast and a very low thickness, the guided mode propagates near the cut-off, thus enhancing the effects of any kind of perturbation [39] .
Considering hemispherical crystallites, Lee et al have shown that the surface roughness tends to scale with the in-plane crystallite size [5] .
Therefore, in order to limit the surface roughness, and hence the optical losses, it has been suggested to keep the in-plane crystallite size as low as possible [3, 5] . A rule of thumb is that optical losses <1dB/cm can only be reached with a surface roughness < 1nm [9] . An obvious drawback of this approach is that small crystals give rise to a large grain boundary surface area. Since defects (e.g. nanocracks, microcracks...) appear preferentially at grain boundaries [15] , a possible way to improve the overall guiding properties of the films is to limit the number of grain boundaries (i.e. favoring in-plane crystal growth) while keeping a low roughness. Moreover, the dimensional properties of the waveguide perturbation (surface and volume) must be taken into account in the evaluation. The optical losses are indeed maximized when L C is very close to the quarter of the wavelength in the waveguide [41] [42] [43] which corresponds in our case to 80 nm (taking into account the refractive index of the film).
We have shown in this work that it is possible to grow high quality LN films with a rather low roughness (1.7 nm) and large in-plane crystallite size (~ 500 nm). The lateral growth of the crystals has been favored by avoiding the appearance of unwanted secondary phases or secondary orientations. The analysis of XRD data indeed revealed that the film composition (x Li = 48.7%) is very close to the composition of the target, the film is free of Lideficient phases, and the amount of 60° variant is as low as 6%. In the direction normal to the surface the film is single-crystalline (i.e. there is one crystal in the film thickness) and free of structural defects. The high crystalline quality of the film is further attested by the low mosaicity (only 0.046°), that is to say that the large crystalline domains (500 nm wide and 140 nm thick) building up the film are only weakly disoriented with respect to each other which is undoubtedly a favorable situation for light propagation. The analysis of the state of strain revealed that the film is free of epitaxial strain, as a result of the domain-matching epitaxial growth mechanism, but it is under high thermal stress as a result of the difference in coefficient of thermal expansion between the film and the substrate. It is particularly important to avoid thermal strain relaxation, since thermal strain relaxation is mainly driven by the formation of cracks which is obviously detrimental for the guiding properties.
This point can be illustrated by the analysis of a sample grown under different conditions (sample 2, P O2 = 0.9 mbar and F = 1.8 J/cm 2 ) and exhibiting similar structural properties. The corresponding (006) and (018) RSMs, Q z -and Q x -scans are given in figure 6 and 9. The crystallographic orientation of the film is identical to the previous case with an amount of 60° variant evaluated to 5%. The film thickness, determined from the analysis of the Q z -scans, is 135 nm (with a roughness estimated at 1-3 nm as in the previous case), the Li molar fraction, determined from the analysis of the (018) map, is x Li = 48.2% and no Lideficient phases could be detected. Despite these similarities, no propagation could be observed in sample 2 while an m-line could be clearly observed. The coupling area where the incoming laser beam is injected into the film through the prism is the place of a very important light scattering. This indicates that the optical power is initially coupled to the film (put into evidence by the visualization of an m-line) and is immediately extracted by a scattering process. We suggest that this difference in the guiding behavior can be explained by the different in-plane crystallite size between the samples as well as by the different state of strain. The analysis of the Q x -scans of sample 2 indeed revealed that the in-plane crystallite size is 10 times lower than in the previous sample, i.e. we obtained <D> = 50 nm associated with a mosaicity more than 2 times higher (ε 0 = 0.1°). In contrast with sample 1, the in-plane crystallite size of sample 2 is very close to the quarter-wavelength value (80 nm) so that high optical losses can be expected in this film.
Together with this lowering of the in-plane crystallite size we also observe the onset of thermal strain relaxation. The analysis of the (018) RSM reveals that the residual strain in the film is 0.47% which corresponds to a 20.5% thermal strain relaxation (i.e. (e th -e xx )/ e th = 20.5%) so that cracks are likely to appear in this sample, which is another possible reason for the lack of waveguiding in this sample. The reduced crystallite size, associated with the corresponding increase of the grain boundary surface, is undoubtedly at the origin of the thermal strain relaxation [15] .
We can also notice that this thermal strain relaxation occurs inhomogeneously throughout the film thickness. The Q z -scans are indeed asymmetrical and broadened towards low Q z values (i.e. higher c values, this is indicated by the arrows in figure 7 ) which indicates a variation of the lattice parameters across the film thickness [44, 45] . This is further confirmed by the (018) RSM (figure 6) where the reciprocal lattice point corresponding to the film is clearly broadened along the relaxation line [46] (indicated by the dashed line), that is the line joining the position of the reflections corresponding to the fully-strained and strainrelaxed film.
Conclusions
High-quality LN epitaxial films have been grown onto (001) sapphire substrates by pulsed laser deposition. The structural and nanostructural properties of the films have been investigated by high-resolution XRD, especially using the reciprocal space mapping technique. The film composition as well as the amount of strain, the film thickness, the film roughness, the lateral extension of the crystallites and the mosaicity have been determined thanks to this technique, associated with simulations of the diffracted intensity distribution in reciprocal space. Waveguiding properties of the films have been investigated using the prism coupling method. This technique presents the advantages to be non-destructive, simple to implement (no technological process needed) and suitable for optical power coupling in very low thickness planar waveguides. Optical propagation has been clearly observed in thin films grown under optimized conditions. We have shown that single crystalline-like films (i.e.
exhibiting a large in-plane crystallite size, a low mosaicity, no impurities and weak roughness) with low optical losses can be grown by PLD. Besides, we have also shown that the existence of mosaic structure in the film (i.e. nanometric in-plane crystallite size and increased mosaicity) is detrimental to the waveguiding properties.
Such LN waveguides are candidates to be the active layer in complex integrated optics components for electro-optical or non-linear applications. It has to be emphasized that, because of the large difference in the refractive indices of LN and sapphire, single-mode waveguiding can only be achieved in relatively thin films (< 300 nm). This low thickness makes them advantageous and may lead to enhanced performances in both domains either by allowing lower electrode distance or by increasing the optical power density in the film, respectively. However, this work has now to be followed by the development of many technological processes whose main aim will be to ensure lower loss and increased compactness of the optical power coupling with the waveguide (injection and extraction). For that purpose, many solutions are available among the usual integrated optics and optoelectronics technologies (e.g. for InP based devices -another kind of very high index difference optical waveguides). Thus, tapered waveguides or directional coupling with an additional layer of higher dimensions, both to match the mode field diameter of optical fibers might be applicable to the LN films. 
